INTRODUCTION
Let X be a complex Banach space with norm 11 . | f, A be a bounded linear operator in X with spectrum G Finally, let F be a Jordan curve in the revolvent set p (^4) and AcCbe the domain limited by F; we define the spectral projectors E : X-+X and E k :X k^Xh by E = (2Uiy 1 p) Vzea(41im5(z,a(^)) =0; (X h ), E, (X)) = 0. Let us consider some conditions which could possibly ensure the preceeding properties: First we remark that none of these conditions, separately or together can ensure property P; ho wever if A and B h are selfadjoint operators in the Hilbert space X, then b implies p (see [5] , p. 210 and 431).
(A) and résolvent set p (A). The problem is the numerical computation of a (A). To this end we introducé a séquence {X h } of finite dimensional subspaces of X and the linear operators A h :X h -^X h ; a (A) is then approximated by the spectrum o (A h ) of A h . In many practical methods (Galerkin for example), A h is the restriction to X h of an operator B h : X-* X such that B h (X)
If d and e are satisfied, then the séquence A h compactly approximates A in the sense of Vainikko [9] (in fact Vainikko defines this notion in a slightly more gênerai context); then properties a, y and s are satisfied; in particular, to an isolated eigenvalue X of A of finite algebraic multiplicity m correspond the eigenvalues \x lh , \i 2h , ... 9 ofA h converging to X with total algebraic multiplities m.
If c is satisfied, then the set of B h 's are collectively compact in the sense of Anselone [1] ; together with b, A is necessarily a compact operator and the séquence B h compactly approximates A in the sense of Vainikko; one can deduce properties a, y, s.
In this paper we shall study conditions PI, P2. PI is clearly inspired by a but less restrictive; indeed, since B h is compact, a can be satisfied only if A is compact. PI, P2 imply that the séquence A h compactly approximates A in the sense of Vainikko. In section 2, we shall prove not only properties a, y and e but also S ; the proofs are simple and all the arguments can be found in [5] . (Of course, a will also imply a, y, 5, e.)
In section 3, we consider the particular case where X is a Hilbert space, A and A h are selfadjoint. From what preceeds, it follows that PI, P2 imply a, P, y, 8, £. In fact one has more; we shall prove: PI o G (for ail 7, J); at the light of this resuit, PI appears as a natural condition.
It should not be necessary emphasize that the interest of the different conditions, a, b, ..., consists not only in the results they imply but also in the possibility to realize them in practical situations. If A is compact and B h is obtained by a Galerkin method using X h , then a will follow automatically from P2. Condition c has been used successfully in connection with intégral operators (see [1] ). Curiously enough, to our knowledge, the concept of compact approximation of Vainikko has been applied so far only for finite différences methods approximating two points boundary value problems (i. e. compact operators) (see [10] ).
As far as we are concerned, our goal was to compute the spectrum of some differential operators with non compact inverse arising from plasma physics by the Galerkin method. The situation can be formalized in the following way. a and b are given continuous sesquilinear forms on X; furthermore, one supposes a coercive; A and A h are defined by the relations: 9 Vw, ve X h . In this case, PI is equivalent to the pure approximation property:
This condition can be considered for itself, i. e. for a gênerai bounded operator A in the Banach space X; at the present time we know two fundamental cases for which it is satisfied: 1) A is compact (one supposes P2 fulfiled); 2) X = H m (Q), Q a R", { X h } is a family of finite element subspaces, Au = (o.u (multiplication operator) where oo is a fixed sufficiently regular function. With the help of these two examples, we analyze briefly in section 4 a partial differential operator suggested by the physics of plasma. Note that this operator can also be treated by a different method developped in [7] by J. Rappaz. For an one-dimensional example, see also [3] .
There exist many relations between the conditions a, b, ..., P2; some of them are analyzed in [4] . Let us quote one of them: if A h is obtained by the Galerkin method (situation described above) them PI, P2o^5 P2; in other words, if P2 is satisfied, A h is a compact approximation of A in the sense of Vainikko if and only if PI is satisfied.
Finally let us mention a generalization for closed operators which is developped in [4] . Suppose that A is not a bounded operator in X, but simply a closed operator. Set S ( However we shall not present here the proof of these results since we have no spécifie example to exibit.
THE BANACH CASE
We consider the situation and notations defined in the beginning of the introduction. In particular, X is a Banach space of norm || ||, { X h } is a séquence of finite dimensional subspaces of X, A and A h are linear bounded operators in Xand X h respectively; for an operator C, || C || A = sup || C x ||. 
Let now Fc p (^4) be a smooth Jordan curve. We introducé (see for example [5] , p. 178) the continuous spectral projectors E: X~^X and
By theorem 1, E h is well defined for /z sufBciently small. One uses lemma 2 and the continuity of E.
• Let n and n h be the dimensions of E (X) and of E h (X h ). Theorem 3 shows that if n ~ oo then lim n h = oo. If n < oo then theorem 3 shows that lim 8 (E (X), E h (X )) = 0 and with theorem 2 we shall have = 0.
Consequently we shall have n = n h when h is small enough (see [5] , p. 200). In particular if A is the domain of C limited by F and if A n a (A) ^ 0 then A n a (^4 A ) ^ 0 for A small enough.
REMARK: In this section, we have verified the properties a, y, S, e stated in the introduction. That property P cannot be obtained from PI and P2 is shown by an example in [9] , p. 12.
THE SELFADJOESfT CASE
In this section X is a complex Hilbert space with scalar product (., .) and norm || . ||> { X h } is a séquence of finite dimensional subspaces; A and A h are selfadjoint operators in X and X h respectively. We recall some notations already defined in the introduction. For an operator C, 11 C | \ h = sup 11 C x 11. Since ^ and E h 3 are orthogonal projectors, PI a is clearly equivalent to PI è. Then theorem 4 follows from lemmas 3, 5, 6. Theorem 6 which corresponds to property p of the introduction is an almost obvious consé-quence of theorem 5. We now prove the remainder results. f6) ). In order to simplify the notations we set G k = E IK and G hk = F htJk .
By PI c and lemma 3 we have:
Let for x e X h ,
We can write
where
W htktl (x) = ((A-B h ) G hik x, (A~B h ) G htl x)
and The indices A: and / vary between -N and ^V where iV is a number independent of h, larger then 3 Mjz. It suffices to show: By replacing (6) and (7) in (5), and (5) in (4) Then Pn ƒ = Q n ƒ = 0 and by PI :
We remark that U h F htJ = F hiJ Tl h = E hiJ U h so that Consequently lim imk^-E^njiB, || = 0.
Let xeEj(X).
Then by P2 lim || x-U h x \\ =0 and by the preceeding fc->0 relation one get
EXAMPLES
Let Zbe a Banach space of norm || . ||, { X h } be a séquence of finite dimensional subspaces of X, A be a linear bounded operator in X; in this section we are concerned with the concrete vérification of the two conditions: As mentionned in the introduction, P3 is equivalent to PI for appropriate Galerkin methods. When A is compact, P2=>P3; in fact, one has even more: ; by using the uniform continuity of co 5 one easily vérifies P3. In fact, this is particular case of a gênerai property of finite éléments which has been first used by Nitsche and Schatz [6] and which can be stated in the following way; let a> be a smooth function on a domain QcR", { S h } be a family of finite element subspaces of H m (Q) ; then for UG S k9 inf || oo u -v || Hm ^ ch || u || Hm , where c dépends on o> but veS h not on w. Of course, this property has to be vetified in each spécifie case; for triangular polynomial éléments, see for example [2] .
The multiplication operator, in connection with compact operators, is a basic tooi for the treatment of more complicated situations. In [3] , we have analyzed a one-dimensional problem with two components from plasma physics; note that the method has been applied in a very successful code used in several laboratories. In the rest of this section, we shall be concerned with a similar two-dimensional problem with three components whick présents new difl&culties.
Let Q = (0, 1) are the invariant subspaces corresponding to X = 1 and X -0.5 whereas (a k 9 k , 3 X cp fe5 ö y <p fe ) is an eigenvector corresponding to X k . We corne back to the sesquilinear form (1); in gênerai the spectrum of A will be much more complicated than in case (2) ; in particular for the self adjoint case, A will not have a pure point spectrum.
Let us now define a séquence of finite element subspaces X h . We set h = 1/JV, Ninteger; Q is divided in TV 2 equal squares and each of these squares is subdivided in two triangles by the diagonal of positive slope; K h c= H 1 is the set of piecewise linear functions corresponding to this triangularization h = K h nH£;
and S h = K h nH£;
T h = T\h © T 2h and finally we set X h = S h x T h .
THEOREM 8 :
The conditions P2 and P3 are satisfiedfor the example described above.
For the sake of briefness, but without changing the main arguments, we shall give the proof of theorem for the simplified form a(u, v) = vol. 12, n° 2, 1978 where, by an argument of regularization, we can suppose, without loss of generality, that y and 8eC°° (Q).
We first not that the subspaces 
